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Dear Editor, we would like to discuss on the publication “Factors affecting SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) Pandemic, including Zoonotic, Human Transmission and Chain of Infection. Reducing Public health Risk by Serum Antibody Testing, Avoiding Screening in Unhygienic Places and False PCR Reporting [1].” Aziz et al. noted that “testing and screening of SARS-COV-2 should be avoided in unhygienic public places by nasopharyngeal swabs, which carry a high risk of further transmission, and such highly infectious virus must be isolated and tested in highly
sterilized laboratory [1].” Indeed, the SARS CoV-2 test is presently widely used. There are many considerations on the test. Aziz et al. raised an interesting issue regarding hygiene of specimen collection place [1]. In many developing countries, the specimen collection is usually performed in a community level and it is usually difficult for sanitation management. Collecting a medical specimen for COVID-19 test might carry a theoretical risk of transmitting pathogen [2]. Insufficient personal protective equipment (PPE) is a common problem and it is necessary to have the best prevention for the practitioner [2]. In an area with severe limited PPE, a self-specimen collection by examinee is suggested [3]. Additionally, an applying of social distancing process such as pre-registration via online system might be sometimes causes more complicated problem. In Africa, the medical tools is severely insufficient and the laboratory testing of suspect COVID-19 cases is characterized by a very long wait periods [4]. The complex appointment process results in a delay of diagnosis and some patients might die during waiting for an appointment to get COVID-19 test. The hygiene and infection control of specimen collection place is a very important issue. However, it is usually overlooked. In developing countries, the local medical technologist association and pathologist association usually have slow response to emerging problem. During an early outbreak, it is usually a period of uncertainty and the lack of specific guidelines result in poor outbreak control and occupational risk of medical practitioner [5]. Additionally, proper measures are not usually recommended. In a poorer case, those poor associations might sometimes issue an inappropriate suggestion to support local political policies on disease control without concern on the scientific principles. For example, when there is a publication on possible disease transmission in a forensic pathology unit in a country during early phase of disease outbreak, the local pathology might focus attention to deny the problem and try to punish one who raised the issue. In fact, a good thing should be the recognition on the possible risk and try to find proper method to correspond to possible problem. An important factor that might affect pandemic is the human factor. In a setting with good local public health system and administrator, the pandemic situation might be successfully managed. However, the problem of good governance is not uncommon. Indeed, the problem of administration can be seen at a micro-unit such as a primary care center. A poor administrator might focus on his/her benefit on “no complaint” than the safety and infection control [6]. Transparency of COVID-19 pandemic management is very important [7] and this might be a factor determining pattern of pandemic in different settings.
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